TRAINER’S EXAM ANSWER KEY

NOTES: Questions on this exam are based on the Trainer's Guide (EF13530)

90% = 45 correct answers

MULTIPLE CHOICE

1 D. (TG, Section NRA's TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA
TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Requirements for Becoming
an NRA Trainer, Sub-Subpar. Range Safety Officer)

2 D. (TG, Section ORGANIZING AN NRA TRAINING COURSE, Par. LEADERSHIP,
Sub-par. Chief Trainer)

3 C. (TG, Section PREPARING AND PRESENTING A LESSON, Par. TEACHING
METHODS, Sub-par. Actual Experience)

4 C. (TG, Section NRA's TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA
TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Requirements for Becoming
an NRA Trainer, Sub-Subpar. Certified Instructor)

5 A. (TG, Section NRA's TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA
TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Requirements for Becoming
an NRA Trainer, Sub-Subpar. Certified Instructor)

6 D. (30)

7 D. (Order Form for NRA Trainers)

8 B. (TG, Section NRA's TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA
TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Use of NRA Name and
Trademarks)

9 B. (TG, Section NRA's TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA
TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Use of NRA Name and
Trademarks)

TRUE/FALSE

10 T (TG, Section INTRODUCTION, Par. one)
11 T (TG, Section NRA's TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES Par. NRA Trainers Are Leaders)

12 T (TG, Section ORGANIZING AN NRA TRAINING COURSE, Par. LEADERSHIP, Sub-par. Training Team/Support Staff, and Sub-par. Place and train staff)

13 T (TG, Section ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF TRAINERS IN THE NRA FIREARM TRAINING PROGRAM, Par. NRA TRAINERS PROJECT A POSITIVE IMAGE)

14 T (TG, Section ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF TRAINERS IN THE NRA FIREARM TRAINING PROGRAM, Par. NRA TRAINERS PROJECT A POSITIVE IMAGE)

15 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par MAINTAINING TRAINING RECORDS)

16 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. NRA Training Materials)

17 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Maintaining Certification, Sub-sub-par. Certified Instructors)

18 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Use of NRA Name and Trademark)

19 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. NRA Certification is a privilege)

20 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. Liability Insurance)

21 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. NRA Instructor Recruiter Program)

22 T (TG, Section ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF TRAINERS IN THE NRA FIREARM TRAINING PROGRAM, Par. NRA TRAINER’S CONCERNS FOR STUDENTS RIGHTS, Sub-par. Physical Contact)

23 T (TG, Section NRA’s TRAINERS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Par. NRA TRAINING PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, Sub-par. NRA Trainers are Leaders)

COMPLETION
24. -26. Must list three of the following: (TG Section, ORGANIZING AN NRA TRAINING COURSE) The7 elements are: Leadership, Course Program, Facilities, Course Participants, Equipment/Material, Promotion, Finance

27. -28. Must list two of the following: (TG Section, PREPARING AND PRESENTING A LESSON, Par. TRAINING AIDS) Note: These are flexible answers. TCs should assess whether student understands topic: Attract attention, Arouse interest, Clearly spoken explanations, Give unity to an idea, Make more learning possible in less time, Aid in retention

29. -30. Must list any two of the following: (TG, Section Appendix K) Note: These are flexible answers. TC should assess whether student understands topic: Chalkboard & White Board, Flip Charts, Charts & Posters, Flannel Board & Magnetic Board, View Graph, Slides/Transparencies, Video Cassette

31. Must list one of the following: (TG, Section GENERATING PUBLICITY FOR AN NRA TRAINING COURSE, Par. PLANNING A PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN), What type of audience will you be serving. How are you going to contact the media. How much time and money will publicity cost. How will you attract media interest.

32. -34. Must list three of the following: (TG, Section PREPARING AND PRESENTING A LESSON, Par BASIC TEACHING PRINCIPLES) Relate the known to the unknown. Progress from simple to complex. Some students learn more quickly than others. Break a whole skill into its component parts and teach one part at a time. Basic skills must be learned before applying them to a special sport or activity. Developing skills requires continued opportunities for instruction, practice and encouragement.

35. -38. Must list four of the following: (TG, Section PREPARING AND PRESENTING A LESSON) Desire, Need, People learn by doing, Situations, Previous experience, Relaxed, informal and comfortable environment, Variety of training methods, Guidance & help; not criticism.

39. -44. Must list six of the following: (NRA Order Form for Trainers) Course Handbook, Gun Safety Rules Brochure, Basic Firearm Training Brochure, Course Student Examination, Course Completion Certificate, NRA Marksmanship Qualification Booklet, Basic Practical Rocker

45. -49. Must list all five of the following: (TG, Section PREPARING AND PRESENTING A LESSON, par Preparing And Presenting A Lesson, Sub-par. How to teach a skill) Preparation, Explanation, Demonstration, Practice, Teaching Others

50. (800) 336-7402 (TG, Appendix B)